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Walk safe with Bona
Bona Traffic Anti Slip
When you are coating a floor, are you sure the finish meets the
required slip resistance standard?
With the increased focus on slip resistance levels in public areas
AS/NZ Standard 4586 requires finishes to be R10 rated when
used on staircases, ramps and in food courts, cafes, foyers or
any area where spillage might occur.
Bona Traffic is the world’s biggest selling waterborne
2-pack used on more than 100 million m² of commercial
and high traffic domestic floors. Traffic Anti Slip combines
the proven performance of Bona Traffic together with anti
slip properties to meet the R10 standard for slip resistance.
More information at
www.bona.net.au

Note from the CEO
Welcome to issue 12 of Timber Floors Magazine!

TIMBER FLOORS

We hope that 2010 has started positively for you.
The recovery signs are certainly strong, with many
members reporting very busy times and much
work booked ahead. All that remains is to monitor
the construction industry to ensure a delayed
slump doesn’t eventuate.
ATFA is introducing new initiatives for 2010 and
has some exciting news with regard to our activities. The new approach to the
Convention is a coup for the industry, for both contractors and exhibitors.
ATFA’s new Marketing Co-ordinator, Lauran Hofman, will play a major part
in raising the profile of our industry and recent introductions such as Product
Endorsement and the Approved Professional Contractor system are great
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initiatives.
As always, ATFA continues to assist both members and the public with issues
regarding timber flooring. While the number of inspections requested and
conducted every week is still constant, better information continues to flow
throughout the industry and I’m pleased to say that the majority of inspections
actioned are not on work conducted by our members.
Along with all serious issues that ATFA deals with and people just looking for
advice or guidance, also comes the weird and wonderful, none as wonderful
as the query received last week when I was asked about the virtues of bamboo
flooring in a horse float!
I hope you enjoy reading this issue.
Randy Flierman, CEO
Australian Timber Flooring Association
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ATFA update
Industry Regulation

Product Endorsement

ATFA has introduced the Approved Professional Contractor

In December 2009, ATFA launched the new Product

system in order to regulate the industry effectively. Rather

Endorsement initiative, designed to help members identify

than being compliance driven as Government licensing

products that have met ATFA’s stringent product examination

systems are, the ATFA system takes into account skills,

process. It allows peace of mind when purchasing products

training and quality of workmanship and the system is linked

and the knowledge that products such as coatings, adhesives

to a two year warranty.

and moisture barriers are in keeping with environmental

The approval process requires some upfront work on
your account and an examination of your work. Once

targets and with the safety of contractors in mind.
Equipment, abrasives and fillers are also included in this

approved, you will receive special recognition at the new

process with differing criteria for ensuring safety for users

level 8 classification of the ATFA accreditation system. Your

and the provision of clear operating instructions.

customers do take note of the accreditation levels.

Manufacturers and suppliers are invited to apply for

Please contact ATFA for an application form.

product endorsement from ATFA.

Timber Flooring Installation and finishing schools
visit www.atfa.com.au for 2010 program
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Creating Professional
Flooring Layouts and
Estimates in Minutes

GALAXY MACHINES
buy direct from the importers

Reduce measuring & planning times
Reduce waste and mistakes
Increase estimating accuracy
Increase your output capacity
Standardise planning processes
Communicate effectively
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Take advantage of our thrity day free trial,
talk to us today, we will show you how
flooring businesses across Australia
and New Zealand are reaping the rewards.
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Tile

Elite 3 edger

Paint

Both tools have been a revelation in both
time management and professionalism.
The combination of FEP Software and Disto Lasers
have given us a serious competitive advantage.
This software gives me more time to spend with
clients on either selection of product or closing the sale.
FEP ticked every box.
FE

Pty Ltd

Free Call: 1800 780 069
www.lasermeasure.com.au
sales@lasermeasure.com.au

ts

8” and 12”
belt/ drum
combo sander

parts • service • leasing available
Synteko Pty Ltd.

Call: 02 9406 8100
info@synteko.com.au • www.synteko.com.au
www.galaxyfloorsanders.com.au

BIG ANNOUNCEMENT: THE NEXT CONVENTION
ATFA has negotiated new arrangements for operating the

New Marketing Co-ordinator

annual convention in the future. These new arrangements

With a Bachelor of Business in marketing

tick all the boxes in regard to the feedback we’ve had from

and business together with a strong

members over past months.

background in sales and marketing,
Lauran Hofman will work on increasing

The new deal is with Australian Exhibitions and
Conferences and will see the next ATFA convention held

and retaining membership, promoting

in Sydney in February 2011. It will be held alongside the

training and events as well as raising the

Australian Furniture Fair and the Decoration and Design

profile of ATFA as a brand. She’ll also be

Expo, with a new flooring exhibition specifically for flooring

working hard to raise the profile of ATFA

products.

members in the community.

Given this exhibition mix, the event brings with it a huge
gathering of builders, architects, designers and retailers as

and international) and will continue to host a series of live

well as timber flooring contractors from around the country

demonstrations and seminars. It will bring a major increase

and New Zealand. The exhibition will still coincide with the

in traffic for our exhibitors, with numbers expected to exceed

Annual Dinner and Awards night - a very popular event for

7,000 in Sydney and 15,000 in Melbourne. Being part of a

our members.

much larger event it will also attract considerable media

This new deal is a big plus for ATFA members as it will
attract more timber flooring exhibitors (both Australian

attention, placing more emphasis on the benefits of timber
floors. Stay tuned for more details on the convention! f

Embelton Flooring manufactures
and distributes a complete range
of products and equipment for
the flooring industry

Embelton Flooring
ACN 004 251 861
Victoria - Head Office
147-149 Bakers Rd, Coburg 3058
Tel 03 9353 4811
Victoria
1/72 Fenton St, Huntingdale 3166
Tel 03 9545 6499
New South Wales
3/100-108 Asquith St, Silverwater 2128
Tel 02 9748 3188

•

Parquetry

Queensland
44 Millway St, Kedron 4031
Tel 07 3359 7100

•

Cork

•

Floating Floors

•

Solid Strip Timber Flooring

•

Sound Insulation Matting

•

Adhesives for Timber Installations

•

Sanding Products

•

Polyurethanes / Coatings

•

Tools and Machinery

•

Bamboo

•

Laminate Flooring

Western Australia
37 Sundercombe St, Osborne Park 6017
Tel 08 9204 1300

Pictured: Melbourne Recital Centre
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Member profile:
Hurford Hardwood
Hurford Hardwood, with mills and plantation hardwood

These products include Ultra10, a new 10mm overlay

timber forests in northern New South Wales, is a foundation

product that was developed in response to customer demand

member of the Australian Timber Flooring Association.

for a straighter, flatter solid overlay product in Australian

The family company has evolved from its beginnings in
the saw milling industry during the Great Depression to the

species.
“The Ultra10 design makes better use of resources and

business it is today with a staff of around 100, producing

thanks to the higher percentage of timber above the tongue,

predominantly solid hardwood timber flooring for domestic

offers a more stable profile design,” says National Sales and

sale and export.

Marketing Manager, Malcolm Johnston. “and the thicker top
shoulder reduces the chances of cupping.”

The Hurford product offering is
focussed on solid hardwood flooring
products which reach its customers
through a national distribution
network.
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Another product, new to the Hurford stable, is GreenTree
100% plantation hardwood flooring.
Hurford Hardwood has invested in enormous areas of
farmland which it is replanting with local hardwoods to
create a sustainable resource that will be available for
flooring production for decades to come. In addition to this,

Whittle Waxes

the company has access to other private and government hardwood plantations.
“Hurford has invested heavily in hardwood timber plantations,” says Hurford
Hardwood General Manager and ATFA board member, Bob Engwirda. “We now
have 5000 hectares in northern New South Wales.”

The Australian
experts in
ecologically
harmonised finishes
for naturally
beautiful timber

GreenTree is available in various flooring profiles, including Ultra10 and
Hurford’s traditional 19mm tongue and groove solid strip flooring.
“We also have a new saw mill opening in Kyogle later in the year,” says Bob. f

The company has invested heavily in
plantations with over 5000 hectares
under Hurford ownership in northern
New South Wales.

Give us a call for a brochure pack on

1300 326 929
www.whittlewaxes.com.au
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Species feature:

Grey Ironbark

Grey Ironbark is a hardwood commonly found along the
coast of New South Wales and Queensland. It is a medium

Physical properties of Grey Ironbark

sized tree, growing to a height of 30 to 50m, with a stem

Botanical name: eucalyptus paniculate,

diameter of about 1.5m.

eucalyptus drepanophylla, eucalyptus siderophloia

It gets its name from the colour and toughness of the bark

Family: Myrtaceae
Dry density: 1140kg/m3

on the tree. It is hard, deeply furrowed and ridged.
The most common commercial species of Grey Ironbark

Janka (harness) rating: 14

is eucalyptus paniculata, which is found along the far
south coast of NSW to north of Coffs Harbour, and is most
commonly used for flooring. Another species, eucalyptyus
siderophloia is distributed from southern coastal NSW to
Maryborough in Queensland.
The heartwood colour varies from pale brown to dark
chocolate brown as well as dark red. Its texture is moderately
coarse and even and the grain is usually interlocked.
Ironbark has the highest Janka rating (14) of any Australian
native hardwood timber species. This makes Ironbark
sought after for flooring applications in both commercial and
domestic projects with heavy floor traffic.
The wood is extremely hard and heavy, and has potential
for use in the manufacture of heavy furniture because of its
beautiful appearance and density. However, its density makes
Ironbark difficult to work and it blunts tools quickly.
The heartwood is durable and very resistant to
impregnation with preservatives. It also has good resistance
to marine borers. The sapwood is susceptible to lycid borer
attack.
Common uses of Grey Ironbark include flooring, outdoor
decking and furntiture, heavy engineering structures, marine
structures, poles, boat building and framework. f

Image courtesy Hurford Hardwood

ATFA MEMBER GREY IRONBARK MANUFACTURERS
Company
Australian Solar Timbers

Boral Timber

Hurford Hardwood

Nullarbor Sustainable Timber
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Thickness

Widths

Contact

14mm

Affinity T&G overlay 85mm

19mm

Pinnacle T&G 80mm and Encore Parquetry 260mm x 65mm

02 6562 6839
www.ast.com.au

19mm flooring

85mm and 130mm

20.5mm flooring

180mm

19mm decking

64mm and 86mm

18mm parquetry

65mm x 260mm

10mm

86mm

12mm

83mm

14mm

83mm, 130mm and 180mm

19mm

80mm and 130mm

21mm

180mm

23mm

210mm

20mm and 22mm

85mm, 120mm and 175mm

1800 818 317
www.boraltimberflooring.com.au

02 6621 9886
www.hardwood.com.au

03 9399 9300

Species feature:

Myrtle

Myrtle is a medium sized hardwood growing primarily in
the heavier rainfall areas of Tasmania and in eastern Victoria.
The heartwood is pink to reddish brown while the sapwood

Physical properties of Myrtle
Botanical name: nothofagus cunninghamii

is almost white. It has a fine, even texture and a grain that is

Family: fagaceae

sometimes wavy, with visible but not prominent growth rings.

Dry density: 700kg/m3

Myrtle is good for steam bending, carving and turnery, its

Janka (harness) rating: 5.6

only drawback being a tendency to bruise on the end grain.
According to Geoff Eberhardt from Gunns Timber Products,
“there has been a perception in the Australian market that
Myrtle is an expensive or elite timber and its hardness and
suitability as a flooring product is unknown. However, it
presents a unique blend of colours ranging from warm red
pinks to pale reddish browns with pale yellow to grey streaks,
all with a characteristic fine, lustrous texture. These colours

ATFA MEMBER MYRTLE
MANUFACTURERS
Company

Thickness

Widths

Contact

60mm, 85mm
and 108mm

1800 088 135
gunnstimber.com.au

19mm

85mm

13mm

85mm

03 6244 2277
oakdaleindustries.com.au

Gunns Timber
19mm
Products
Oakdale
Industries

can be further highlighted with the use of lighter borders
such as Tasmanian Oak in floors and the introduction of
Huon or Celery Pine inlays in furniture.”
Other uses include furniture, veneer, joinery, turnery,
carving, flooring, panelling, doors, handles and piano
bridges. f

Image courtesy Gunns Timber Products

Myrtle,

Wide board sizes are available
in Blue Gum, Blackwood, Jarrah,
Messmate and Tas Oak. Visit
www.gunnstimber.com.au to see the full range
of flooring products

For all wholesale sales enquiries
P 1800 088 135 F 1800 337 104 Email: timber@gunns.com.au
halfpageFebMyrtleflooringFINAL.indd 1

10/02/2010 2:27:35 PM
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Workplace safety:
understanding vibration
In the next of his series of articles on workplace safety,

Vibration Exposure Standards commonly used in many

Peter McGarry looks at the exposure of timber floor

European countries. Although the hand-arm vibration

finishing workers to vibration arising from floor work,

exposure was well below the exposure standards, as with all

especially the sanding of timber floors. Previous issues

risk management, the objective must be to reduce exposure

of Timber Floors summarised the findings of exposure to

to as low a level as reasonably practicable. A more detailed

isocyanates, organic solvents, wood dust and noise.

description of the exposure standards and measured

Exposure to vibration was investigated by placing a
transducer device that measures vibration between the

vibration values can be found in the full monitoring report
available from ATFA.

hand/s of the workers and the handles of the belt/drum floor
sanders and the edger sander machines. Vibration was then
recorded.
Two tasks were studied; the edging task which involved

RECOMMENDATIONS

sanding the floor surface around the base of the walls, using

As a result of this study, it is recommended that

an electrically powered sander and the floor sanding task

vibration control measures be implemented to reduce

which involved the use of a drum/belt sander.

exposure to vibration to a minimum.

The floor sander was operated from a standing position,

program should be implemented for floor and edger

machine. The operation of both sanding tools requires a tight

sanders. This program should include:

hand grip, but particularly for the edger.

• Choosing equipment that has the lowest

The frequency and duration of the floor sanding tasks

vibration emissions (as outlined in manufacturer

varied from day to day and between 30 minutes and five and a

specifications), power adjustment options, is light

half hours over the course of a working day.

weight, has comfortable handle design requiring

The study was conducted to determine whether exposure
to regular and excessive hand-arm-transmitted vibration
results in damage to the blood flow, nerves, tendons and
muscles of the hand.
Several factors that influence the effect of vibration on the
hand and wrist include vibration frequency, level of insulation
(between the tool and the hand), duration of exposure to the
vibration, hardness of the material being worked on, grip

minimal grip force so as to ease handling and use
• Limiting total exposure to hand-arm vibration to a
maximum of four hours per day
• Ensuring work/rest breaks to avoid constant,
continued exposure to vibration, e.g. 10 minute break
per hour
• Maintaining the sanding equipment on a regular
basis to minimise vibration.

force applied by the hand, cold conditions and whether the

It is also recommended that workers be trained in:

worker smokes (because of effects on blood circulation) as

• How to grip equipment properly for safe operation

well as the state of the tool maintenance.

• The need for equipment to be well maintained

Timber floor finishing workers are exposed to hand and
arm vibration arising from the sanding (both floor sanding
and edger sanding) of wooden floor surfaces.
The study concluded that hand-arm vibration exposure
was well below the European exposure standards. As there
are no Australian regulations or exposure standards that
stipulate permissible vibration exposure thresholds, the
measured vibration total values were compared to the
8

Firstly a hand-arm vibration risk management

while the edger required the worker to crouch over the

• The problems with smoking with regard to its link to
vibration white finger
• Recognising symptoms of vibration disease such
as finger tingling, numbness or whitening, loss of
feeling in fingers and loss of strength in hand
• The need to report early symptoms of vibration
disease to a supervisor and doctor.

employer, using the services of a medical practitioner or
qualified nurse who has received suitable instruction in the
detection of vibration diseases. Such health surveillance
should be carried out in accordance with the Medical
Screening and Advice information provided in Australian
Standard 2763-1988 Vibration and Shock – Hand-Transmitted
Vibration - Guidelines for Measurement and Assessment of
Human Exposure.
Health surveillance is designed to identify early signs
of vibration-related diseases and to prevent worsening of
vibration-related diseases including vibration white finger,
also known as Raynaud’s disease.
For further advice contact Peter McGarry, Principal Adviser
(Occupational Health and Hygiene), Workplace Health and
In addition to these recommendations, if a timber floor

Safety Queensland, Office of Safe and Fair Work Queensland

finishing worker is likely to be regularly exposed above the

- Department of Justice and Attorney General at

hand-arm vibration exposure standard, or is displaying

peter.mcgarry@qld.gov.au

symptoms likely to be associated with hand-arm vibration
exposure, health surveillance should be provided by the

A copy of the full monitoring report is available from ATFA
by calling 1300 361 693. f
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Workplace safety:
What should a business do?
Safety is taken very seriously in Australia, so how can you

A basic Safety Management System should cover the

make sure that this is reflected in your business? Safety

following areas:

doesn’t just mean having a guard on a machine. It goes a

Management commitment

lot further than that and needs to be considered a part of

Everyone in the business needs to understand their

absolutely every employee’s responsibilities and daily tasks.

responsibilities very clearly, and there should be visible signs

Here, Emma Watt, ATFA’s Workplace relations adviser, gives

that top management is committed to safety. This starts with

timber flooring businesses some tips on making safety part

a policy and has to be supported by management ‘walking

of doing business.

the talk’.

Your Safety Management System needs to satisfy all
requirements of the applicable laws. For most businesses,

Consultation
Consultation with employees about their safety at work is

the relevant occupational health and safety legislation sets

vital. The people who do the work often have the best idea

out the rules, although the federal government is working

about how to keep it safe. Most states and territories require

on a national system for OHS. If you visit the safety website

that employers consult with employees – this could be by an

for your state you’ll be able to find out a lot more. A list of

OHS Committee in the workplace, complete with an agenda

websites can be found at the end of this article.

and minutes, or it could be as simple as a weekly ‘toolbox
talk’ at which someone takes notes about what is discussed.
When developing safe work procedures or assessing hazards,
employees must be involved to ensure that everybody’s
perspective is considered.
Safe work procedures
All hazards should be identified and all risks should be

ECO-FRIENDLY

WONDERFUL FLOOR
RENEWABLE
ACN: 107 906 374

Wonderful Floor specialises in pre-coated
Australian solid hardwood, engineered floating
hardwood and pre-coated bamboo floors.
Our products are environmentally friendly and have
been sourced from sustainably managed forests.

Benefits of using Wonderful Floor
• Pre-coated hardwood has fewer hassles, with
no sanding dust or fumes
• Renewable and sustainable, helping protect
our environment
• Hardwoods such as Ironbark have a long
lasting German made hard wearing coating

Wonderful Floor (Factory)
62-66 Vallance Street, St Marys NSW 2760
Phone (02) 9517 4742
Fax (02) 9517 2436
www.wonderfulfloor.com.au
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assessed and then controlled in the best way possible,
starting with trying to eliminate the hazard totally. Written
safe work procedures may be needed to ensure that
everybody who performs that task knows how to do it safely.
Safe work procedures should be developed in conjunction
with the employees and should be reviewed regularly.
Training and supervision
Your employees should be trained to perform the work
you are asking them to do. Keeping records of the training
performed is also important, as is keeping copies of any
qualifications and licences.
Whenever employees perform work for you, they should
be appropriately supervised – and what is appropriate will

depend on the work performed and the level of skill and

new

product

experience of the employee. Supervision should ensure that
the work is performed in a safe manner.
Reporting safety issues
Having a procedure in place to report safety issues and
incidents doesn’t mean you have to have a full procedures
manual in place – it just means that anyone who works for
you must know what they should do if they see a problem
or have an accident or near miss. These things need to be
recorded in writing.
Workers compensation and return to work
As an employer, you are likely to be required to have
workers compensation insurance which accurately reflects
the type of business you run. There are time lines that
you must meet when reporting claims to your insurer and
potentially, when reporting serious injuries or incidents to the
safety authority.
For further information on implementing an effective Safety
Management System in your work place, contact Emma Watt
at emma@emmawatt.com.au or phone 03 8822 3712. f

Hardwood overlay flooring,
precision milled to 10mm

For further information and free online resources visit
the work safety website relevant to your state.
WorkCover NSW: www.workcover.nsw.gov.au
Workplace Health and Safety QLD: www.dir.qld.gov.au
SafeWork SA: www.safework.sa.gov.au
WorkSafe Victoria: www.worksafe.vic.gov.au
Workplace Standards Tasmania: www.wst.tas.gov.au
WorkSafe WA: www.docep.wa.gov.au/WorkSafe
NT WorkSafe: www.worksafe.nt.gov.au
WorkCover ACT: www.ors.act.gov.au/workcover

• The unique profile design of Ultra10 overlay flooring offers
a 5.5mm wear layer for excellent performance
• Available in 86mm cover width
• Available in the following popular native Australian
hardwood timber species:
Blackbutt, Grey Ironbark, Spotted Gum, Brushbox,
Sydney Blue Gum and Rose Gum
• A 10mm board offers a cost-effective hardwood timber
flooring option with good value for money per square metre
and using forest resources sparingly
• Packaged in random lengths from 400 to 2700mm in small
bundles of around 3m2 for easy site management
Phone Hurford Hardwood on 02 6621 9886
or visit www.hardwood.com.au for details
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Boral joins forces
with Jamie Durie
Boral has announced that celebrity landscaper Jamie

GREEN UPDATE
The Green Building Council has recently

Durie is the company’s new brand advocate, helping Boral

announced a policy change that permits timber

engage with a broader audience of architects, developers,

certified by the Australian Forestry Standard to

builders and consumers.

gain points under the Green Star scheme.

“It’s great to be working with such a well-known

Under the revised timber credit, which came into

Australian brand and a company that plays a vital role in

effect on 1 January, equal consideration will now

today’s building industry,” said Jamie Durie. “I think there’s

be given to Australian Forestry Schemes.

a good synergy between Boral’s goals and my own and I
look forward to developing the relationship.”
“Jamie Durie is the ideal fit for the Boral brand,” said
Glenn Simpkin, National General Manager Sales and
Marketing Development, Boral. “Jamie is also an advocate

To be eligible under the revised timber credit,
all forestry schemes must satisfy five criteria.
One Green Star point will be applied to any timber
certified by any scheme which meets these criteria.
This is a move away from recognising a single

for the environment. The issue of sustainability has become

scheme to a principles-based approach where a

a growing focus for our business and we believe this is an

number of schemes are recognised, providing they

area in which we can work successfully with Jamie.”

meet the essential criteria.

Boral’s timber division has achieved Chain of Custody

As ninety percent of the Australian production

certification for its full product range and supports

forests are certified under the Australian Standard

sustainably managed timber harvesting and processing.

this recognition means the construction industry

Boral Timber will enlist Jamie’s help in spreading the word

now has an enormous supply of certified, locally

about the benefits of certified timber. f

produced and processed timber eligible for Green
Star projects.
The recognition of the Australian Forest
Certification Scheme is underpinned by two
Australian Standards for forestry and chain of
custody of wood and wood products: AS 4708 and
AS 4707.
“There is no stricter process for the development
of a forestry certification scheme than one that
is based on an Australian Standard,” says Kayt
Watts, CEO AFSL. “It is not only credible, it fully
meets the criteria of chain of custody; governance;
standards development and revision; auditing and
certification decisions and verification of legality.”
Any projects claiming the revised ‘Timber’ credit
should refer to the CoC guidelines of the relevant
forest certification scheme for details on how to
provide CoC documentation that will meet credit
criteria.
For further information contact AFS at
info@australianforestrystandard.org.au or visit

Jamie Durie is pictured here with a 175mm Brushbox
Boral Silkwood engineered floor
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www.australianforestrystandard.org.au f

AFS/01-31-38
inable
Promoting susta
nt
forest manageme

Leading the trend
towards lighter timbers
For further information phone 1800 818 317
or visit www.boraltimberflooring.com.au
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What lies beneath...
of Timber Floors Magazine. However, floors on joists have a

David Hayward, ATFA Technical Manager, stresses the
importance of assessing what lies beneath a timber floor.

number of specific areas that can cause problems.
Wet conditions beneath a floor are a common source of

“My job was to lay the floor, surely I couldn’t have been
expected to”... are words sometimes heard when a floor fails

problems. There are situations where some give little regard

and this is irrespective of whether the flooring is solid or

to runoff into the subfloor area after the floor has been laid,

engineered, on joists or direct stuck to a slab. Nobody wants

even though there have been clear signs of this during the

a problem floor and failures that relate to inappropriate sub-

earlier part of the building process.
Some contractors may gain a false sense of security from

floor conditions often result in very expensive repairs.

the particleboard or plywood flooring that they are fixing to

In such instances there will always be conjecture, as so
often the building element or conditions that affected the

but which hides potential problems underneath. Long term,

floor was not directly related to the installation of the floor.

moisture will pass through these sheet floors.
Ventilation provides conditions beneath the floor that are

However, the stance that it was only ‘my job to lay the floor...’
is a dangerous one to take, as invariably, irrespective of the

similar to external conditions and this is very important.

merit of the argument, the installer is likely to get drawn into

While there are many floors that perform with less than the

a lengthy and sometimes costly debate. There are a number

desired amount of ventilation, anything that causes higher

of common problems that are initiated from beneath floors

than normal levels of humidity in the sub-floor, which is then

and it is important that we understand these and can take

trapped due to insufficient ventilation, will be manifested in

the steps to avoid these situations.

expansion related problems and cupping in the timber floor.
Special attention is required when house foundations are

To an extent we covered those relating to slabs in issue 10

PNEUMATIC TOOLS FOR
SOLID AND ENGINEERED HARDWOOD FLOORING

P250
T
L
S

type 16 ga
type 16 ga
type 15 1/2 ga

5/8 - 33/32"

NEW

THE PRIMPACT ENGINE:
THE HEART OF THE P250 / Q550
offers reliability, extended performance and
an unequaled smoothness of operation.

SYNTEKO

• Short nose and compact valve design
provide an all-around striking surface
and enable the nailing of
more boards (4 1/2” closer)
to the end walls.

Q550
L

type 18 ga

3/8 - 5/8"

Perfectly adjustable to
the width & height of the tongue
No shim required

• Finely threaded screw-in
cartridge assembly for precision,
easy on-site dismantling
and durability.
• High-speed action and few moving parts,
for a powerful yet soft stroke,
a shorter air-saving cycle
and increased precision.

• Eco-friendly with zero VOC’s
• Extremely durable (100% solids)

• Reduced wear effect and
quick interchangeability
of PRIMPACT engines between
same generation units.

• Economical with coverage of
30 - 40m2 per litre

Printed in Canada 07-22

PRIMATECH

www.primatech.ca
800-363-1962
sales@primatech.ca

• A natural product that enhances
the natural beauty of timber floors

Distributed by Synteko Pty Ltd. call 02 9406 8100 www.synteko.com.au info@synteko.com.au
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cut into the surrounding land causing part of the subfloor
area to be below the ground level. While all may seem fine at
the time of floor installation, the possibility of seepage must
be considered. The subfloor space must be dry, remain dry
and be well ventilated.
Again, the approach can be that these aspects are the
builder’s responsibility, and they are, but it is the installer

Seepage and poor ventilation
resulted in very high humidity,

who has accepted the site conditions when laying the floor

high moisture contents and mould.

and for this reason the installer becomes part of the problem.

Consequently the floor fixed to

It is also important to consider the fixing of particleboard

particleboard failed from various
expansion related issues.

and plywood floors onto joists. Timber flooring is often
adhesive bonded and secretly fixed to sheet subfloors.
When this is done, a composite panel is produced, similar in

The particleboard floor is buckling off the joists due to insufficient
fixings in the main body of the sheet.

some ways to engineered flooring. With a natural increase
in moisture content, the flooring will expand more than the
sheet floor it is bonded to and due to its composite nature,
the panel will try to arch over the width of the sheets.
Hence, if the fixing of the sheet floor to the joists is not
sufficient, it can result in buckling, with separation of the
sheet floor from the joists. Most floors, and particularly those
of lower density timbers, do not experience any problems
as they generally do not have sufficient strength. However,
if the sheet flooring is not fixed strongly to the joists and the
flooring is of higher density species, then under conditions
where the floor expands, buckling of the sheet flooring off the
joists can occur.
Incorrectly sized nails, poor adhesive bonding of the sheet

FLOORLINER
Manufactured with a foil top and a non slip base
to protect floors, baths, tables and stairs from
paint spills, scratches and stains.

floor to the joist, an insufficient number of fixings and the
incorrect screw type in steel joists are all reasons why the
fixing strength between the sheet floor and joists can be
inadequate. Remember that nail fixing to pine joists will
have significantly less holding power than fixing to hardwood

• Non Slip • Re-usable • No Fixing Down

joists. Sheet flooring has more fixings around the perimeter

• Standard with plastic top for all cured floors or Very Fast Dry
and Protect for freshly sealed floors/rising vapour

than in the main body of the sheet. However, correct fixing
in the main body of the sheet is also particularly important if
buckling of the sheet is to be prevented.
A prudent floor installer will have considered these aspects
along with the flooring species being laid and the climate in
the area and had the opportunity to raise possible concerns
with the builder prior to laying the floor.
In the situations outlined above, floor failures do occur.
However, as professional floor installers it would be better
for yourselves, your clients and the industry if a more
thorough assessment were made of what might lurk beneath
the floor before commencing installation. f

• Solprotec without plastic top, before 72 hours
• New Vapor with vapour transmitting plastic top, after 72 hours
drying

SOUND ABSORPTION
TSF SELF-ADHESIVE

NONWOVENS IN STRIPS
• Step sound absorber on
beams and stairs
• Protection for nosing of
stairs
• Sound absorption for
room separations
For Free Samples contact EMP Industrial Australia
1st Floor, 1394/1396 High Street, Malvern 3144 Vic. Australia
Tel: 03 9500 1819 Fax: 03 9500 1883

Info@empind.com.au
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Finished floor protection
When a finished floor is handed over, most contractors
give their customers an information pack on how to clean,
maintain and protect their investment for decades to
come. Clients need to be made aware that to maintain the

chair legs or fall off completely so that before you know it the
leg has already done damage to the floor,” says Chris.
Rubber and cork pads don’t collect dirt and fluff like felt
can but can break down and leave black marks on the floor.

beautiful appearance of a new timber floor, steps should be
taken to protect the floor from wear and tear from everyday
use and in particular, from damage caused by furniture.
To protect floors from furniture, it is recommended that
protective pads be placed on furniture legs. However, there
are a number of types of protection pads available and
several factors need to be considered when deciding which is
the most suitable product for each flooring application.

Both felt and rubber or cork pads
therefore need to be checked
regularly for wear, and replaced
where necessary. Felt pads should be
cleaned regularly to avoid the abrasive
effects of lint and dirt build up.

Felt furniture protection is a good option as it suits most
floors, is easy to fit, suits most types of furniture and makes
furniture easier to move. However, Chris Allen from Slipstick

but there are things you can do to prolong the life of the

says that while felt is a good, cheap option, it tends to

protection pad, including cleaning and vacuuming regularly.

condense and harden over time and collect dirt, hair and fluff.

More often than not it’s not the feet that mark the floors but

“The end result is that the protectors either end up like
scouring pads or looking like fluff balls at the end of your
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“In the end all feet will eventually leave marks on the floor,

the dirt and grime residue in the protection pad that does the
damage to the floor,” says Chris.

ASPHALT

Use protection pads that prevent furniture from moving
and causing damage to floors. Grip should be used for
larger items of furniture, so that couches, beds and
tables stay in place.

BLOCKS

UnderPly

It is also worth considering the Janka rating of floors
when choosing floor protectors. Soft feet, like felt, suit
softer species such as Tasmanian Oak and furniture feet

BRICKS

suit harder timber species such as Spotted Gum, as well

• Provides a stable substrate that will not
delaminate, buckle or bow a hardwood
tongue and groove strip floor

as other hard surfaces including tiles and concrete floors.
Many timber flooring professionals should consider
making available a floor protection pack for clients that

CONCRETE

includes furniture protection pads, care instructions and
tips on preventing wear and tear.
FORMWORK

• Manufactured to F14 stress grade so
it is less likely to develop substrate
interaction noise when walked on,
compared to lower grade products
• Marine bond is heat, cold and water
proof

This article has been included in Timber Floors

Magazine in response to a request from one of our
readers. If there is a subject you would like featured

• Manufactured in a T+G profile for use
over bearers and joists or square edged
for use over concrete

PAVERS

in the magazine, please email editor@atfa.com.au

• UnderPly is rated at E0 for
formaldehyde emissions (the lowest
rating possible)
and will not release formaldehyde
under normal service conditions
• 40 year warranty on lamination

PLASTERBOARD

Easy mark remover
Black scuff marks from black-soled shoes

• Economical to use
For more information phone
free call 1800 773 596 or visit
www.boralplywood.com.au

PLYWOOD

are a common problem with timber flooring
whether you work on sports floors or residential
flooring. A simple solution for removing black

QUARRIES

scuff marks is to rub them with a tennis ball. Take
caution with a high-gloss finish, as it can slightly
dull glossy floors, but duller sheens usually
present no problem (when in doubt, test it in an

ROOFING

inconspicuous area of the floor first). To make the
job easier, a tennis ball can be screwed onto the
end of a broom handle.

SCAFFOLDING

TIMBER

TRANSPORT

AFS/01-31-21

WINDOWS
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Timber flooring horror stories
from the front line
We’ve all heard a horror story or two when it comes to

job. He took delivery of the timber flooring in his boss’s

the business of installing expensive aesthetic products. The

absence and started unpacking the prefinished engineered

bigger and more expensive the project, the more horrific the

flooring packs, mixing up the boards from several packs as

story seems to be! Here we look at a few classic mistakes as

he had been shown. The boss was still offsite, so he thought

well as some we hope will never be repeated. Perhaps we

he would continue setting up for the job with his first string

can learn from others’ misadventure...

line. He was so confident that his set up was correct that he

Some time ago, Hardwood Floors Magazine in the US

thought he would really impress his boss and start laying the

published a story about a timber flooring job that went

boards. The apprentice laid the boards perfectly and was on

perfectly well. The floor was installed properly and the owner

his third run when the boss walked in.

signed off on the whole project happily. However, it wasn’t a
very pretty floor. The contractor wasn’t particularly proud of
the job as it was what he described as the ugliest floor he
had ever installed - bright red cherry and blonde beech strip
flooring in big, bold stripes. Enough to give you a headache.
Not long after the final coat on the floor had dried and the
installer had his signed contract, he received a very unhappy
call from the customer’s soon to be ex-husband.

It transpired that the floor had
been a parting gesture from a very
disgruntled ex-wife who had agreed to
oversee the final stages of renovations
before the marital home was sold.

Unfortunately, there had been a
delivery error and the apprentice was
installing Flooded Gum instead of
Sydney Blue Gum.
The glue was still drying so the boards could be pulled
up but the five packs of open timber flooring could not
be returned as they had been signed off as an accepted
delivery and then opened and installed. Oops! In this case,
a second year apprentice shouldn’t be laying a floor without
supervision and the goods delivered should have been
checked and double checked before installation.
Disputes over colour can be problematic, sometimes
even ending in expensive legal battles. Recently, a large

Her parting swipe at her husband was a $50,000 floor that
looked like a circus ring.
So what can we learn from this horror story? Fortunately

x 19mm solid tongue and groove strip flooring, nailed over
battens on concrete. The species selected was Stringybark.

the contractor had done the right thing by having the job

The homeowner was livid when the floor came up much

specified in writing and signed off by a person who was

pinker than she remembered. She had chosen the species

authorised to do so. Sometimes it might seem pedantic,

from a brochure which represented Stringybark as a very

especially when you have a good rapport with the

blonde species with no pink tints whatsoever. The batch

homeowner, but it just isn’t worth the risk.

that was delivered was very heavy in the pink tones and

The contractor had done such a professional job the first

this homeowner was not willing to accept a pink floor.

time that the ex-husband employed him to come back and

This particular case was settled via mediation (to avoid

coat the entire floor with an opaque finish that would cover

an expensive court case) and the supply and installation

up the stripes!

company was ordered to replace the floor at their own

Apprentices are on the job to learn the trade but

expense. Ouch. They were lucky that they weren’t also

sometimes they are given more responsibility than they

ordered to pay accommodation expenses for the family while

are ready for. That was certainly the case on a job where an

the job was being redone.

apprentice was left onsite while the boss checked on another
18

home in Sydney was installed with over 150m2 of 130mm

Brochures and websites should never be considered

tramex_60x270_0709

Same species, different forest or finish or even a different photographer or offset printer can
make a difference to how a species can appear in brochures, posters and on websites.

2/7/09

3:09 PM

Page 1

Don’t Take
Risks!

Avoid Expensive
Problems!

TEST FIRST!

quickly and easily with
a TRAMEX Moisture Meter.
reliable sources when it comes to colour. Computer monitors are all
calibrated for a different colour balance. Offset printing is not reliable either
with everything from paper stock, varnishes used, temperature on the day
of printing and the preferences of the operator on the press influencing the
colour outcomes of printed brochures. Even the lighting conditions that a
brochure is viewed in will influence the colour of a floor!
For this reason, the customer needs to be fully made aware that if ordering
a particular species then the colour cannot be guaranteed, even if they have
seen a large display show room of the actual flooring species. Brochures and
websites should really only provide inspiration, not colour specifications. There
is also too much colour and feature variation to be expected in any species
for a customer to choose a species from a sample of a flooring product or a
sample area in a show room. A show room is, however, likely to show flooring
that is more indicative of what the customer may receive.

Check timber, concrete, any material
instantly. No probing, no drilling absolutely no surface damage
and no waiting for results.

The meters pay for
themselves within days.
Contact us now for details of
our range of reliable moisture meters
and hygrometers for relative
humidity testing.
rete
onc E4
C
ck
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Che h the ing
wit o Drill d!
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req

The lesson learned by this horror story is that if
you are responsible for helping your customer
choose the species and grade of their timber
flooring, make sure you explain the potential
colour and feature variations very carefully and
have disclaimers to cover this legally.

Moisture testing Equipment
for the Flooring and
Restoration industries.
For more information and
specification sheets contact
No one ever wants this to happen on a glue down job.
Always stick with an adhesive and sealant system that is designed for timber
flooring and products that are designed and tested to work together.

Tel: 02 9418 1002
Fax: 02 9498 8576
Email: sales@cornell.com.au
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Timber flooring horror stories continued

Some disasters are caused by contractors not sticking
with a “system”. It is always recommended to use the
same brand or system for slab sealants and adhesives.
The image on page 19 shows a big fat disaster when a
contractor used a slab sealant designed for driveways,
then attempted to glue down flooring using a flooring
adhesive system.
Sometimes the design outcomes on a project take
centre stage while the practicalities of working with timber flooring are
overlooked.
What was originally designed as a dream home, turned into a
nightmare. The home pictured top right was designed so that action on
the grass tennis court outside could be watched from the lounge room,
through bi-fold doors that opened to the outdoor deck and then to the

I N T E R N AT I O N A L
Ph: (08) 8410 0054 Fax: (08) 8410 0058
Email: info@floorsafe.com.au Web: www.floorsafe.com.au

DIY ANTI-SLIP PACKS

DIY BATH & SHOWER
SAFE

TACTILE INDICATORS

TACPAD 72

LADDER RUNGS

ANTI-SLIP PLATES

ADD-A-GRIP

FLOOR MARKING
TAPES

REFLECTIVE TAPES

ANTI-SLIP TAPES

ALUMINUM STAIR
NOSINGS

ANTI-SLIP PAINT KITS

tennis court.
Unfortunately, the grass tennis court sloped towards the house and
the drain installed couldn’t handle the volume of water in persistent wet
weather. Water was literally flowing beneath the timber floor, creating
moisture uptake in the flooring, resulting in this unsightly cupping and a
very expensive drainage problem to rectify. The high gloss finish applied to
the floor only highlighted the problem.
In your site inspection before installing a timber floor always look for
site related aspects that may adversely affect the floor. While things like
drainage are the responsibility of the builder to get right, you have a
responsibility as a professional flooring contractor to advise the builder of
what is needed for the timber floor to perform correctly and to make sure
the builder is well aware that problems such as those in the wet tennis
court scenario could result in an expensive rectification.
From time to time at ATFA, we hear stories about installation jobs that
go so wrong from the very start that there’s not a lot we can do to help!
There are builders out there installing floors who really should not be.
Take, for example, the job where the builder installed a solid hardwood
timber strip floor BEFORE THE ROOF WENT ON! Enormous gaps
appeared between the boards which were not even fixed properly to the
joists. As illustrated below, nothing a few extra nails and stack of filler
couldn’t fix! What a disaster. f

PPLIER
MANUFACTURER & SU CTS
ODU
OF OH&S SAFETY PR
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KILLER WEBSITES
Having a bad website will do damage to your business. Most consumers
will use Google to find suppliers when they are considering renovations so
you’d be mad not to try to catch those customers. Here, Adam Dipper, the
web developer and designer who redeveloped the ATFA website recently,
gives timber flooring businesses his tips on creating killer websites.
Make it look good
• Timber flooring is an aesthetic product - make sure your site looks great
and is easy to read.
• The navigational structure should be easy to use and the content must
be logical to find. The old rule of thumb is “three clicks and you’re gone”
which means don’t make your site visitors go on a complicated journey to
find what they’re looking for.
• Feature a flooring project gallery of your best projects and include directly
quoted testimonials from your happy customers (with their consent if you
use their name).
Make it easy to find
• Optimising your site will make it easy for search engines to list you. Make
sure all the text in your website is HTML and not hidden in fancy Flash files.
Search engines will read 80K of your HTML text and the first 200K of PDF
files and they use this text to index your site.

The Gunns Timber Products website
at www.gunnstimber.com.au has a
very good interface design, easy on
the eye and well organised, with a
short slideshow across the top. These
Flash-driven slideshows should not
run perpetually as you’ll drive your
visitors away. Let slideshows run for
10 seconds or three to five transitions
and then stop, as Gunns has done here.
Sound should be avoided as most users
switch it off anyway.

• Key word load your website text with the words you think your customers
will use to find you. It may mean your copy is repetitive but that’s the price
you pay for more visitors. Your key words should appear several times on
every page of your site for best results.
• Register a website address that includes the words “timber” and “floor” as

www

this is the first place that the major search engines look when matching
search results. Customers probably won’t search by your business name
so make sure you include other critical keywords in the website address.
• Make sure you include at least 10 links to other websites. Google favours
sites that create a community of sites. Link other complementary
businesses and of course, link back to ATFA.
• Consider a Google Adwords campaign to drive paid traffic to your site.
Make it work for you
• Review your site every six months and keep the content up to date.
• Install Google Analytics code - this is free and gives you access to excellent
traffic statistics so you can see where your visitors are coming from and
where they are spending their time on your site.
• Make sure any email addresses on your website are protected from evil
spammers. Tell your web developer to obfuscate all email addresses.
• Respond to email enquiries promptly - customers researching on the
internet will move on quickly to other websites so be sure to respond to
your website enquiries within 24 hours.
• Call Pure Graphics on 02 9440 9999 to discuss your website project.
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Register your domain names with
cheapdomains.com.au (the name
says it all) and don’t pay more
than $20 per year for registration.
Make sure your domain names
remain in your company name
and under your control, rather
than registered to your web
developer who can make life
difficult for you if you want to take
your website elsewhere.
Hosting charges are additional
to domain name registration
and should include unlimited
mailboxes and a cpanel system
for administering them.

Style Plantation has an excellent

Hurford Hardwood has an excellent

Lagler Australia has a blog for

website address for search engine

Facebook page with over 100 “fans”

posting technical updates within their

optimisation: hardwood.com.au.

linking to the site in the last couple

website. This keeps the site content

The navigational structure of this site

of weeks alone. This is an excellent

up to date easily and attracts extra

is easy to use and it features a user-

medium through which to communicate

traffic with its keyword loading. Blogs

friendly timber flooring image gallery

with customers. Style Plantation is

are very easy to create but should

which can be sorted by species. A “new

using FB to emphasise the company’s

be maintained regularly with good

products” submenu guides visitors to

environmental credentials and its

content. Lagler uses wordpress.com for

the top new products in the Hurford

relationship with interior designers.

their blog but there are several other

range which fast-tracks the user

Have a look at Borthwick Floors’ FB

free blog services available including

journey to the most important content.

page for another good example.

blogger.com and blog.com.

TRIO 3 DISC SANDER
Unique planetary motion, more power and
pressure producing a superior fine finish sooner
• Time saver, easy to use
• Parquetry or strip flooring - the best finishing
machine on the market
•

SUPERHUMMEL 12” BELT SANDER
Big power and speed for big jobs
• Convenient single phase power
• The grunt for rough sanding and the finesse for
finer finishing
• Low maintenance and the best value-for-money big
machine on the market
•

THE WORLD FAMOUS HUMMEL 8” BELT SANDER
• Used by thousands of professionals
Australia-wide
• Simple ergonomics, easy to use
• Perfect finish
• Low-maintenance, superb value

SYNTEKO CLASSIC, JOIN THE REvOLUTION...
Easy to use
• 2 coat system
• Fast drying
• Superb, smooth finish
• Rejection proof
Exclusive in victoria to LAGLER AUSTRALIA
•

Freecall 1800 880 888 | www.lagler.com.au
Head Office: 28 Parkhurst Drive, Knoxfield vIC 3180 | Branch Office: 15A Allied Drive Tullamarine vIC 3043 with distributors in QLD, NSW, WA, SA and TAS.
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Tips from the trade
“I had a quote accepted to sand and coat an existing engineered floor laid in a
creche. One of the terms of the contract was that the job had to be done between
Christmas and New Year, when the creche would be closed, so that there would be
no disruption to business. I sent my men in to get the initial sanding underway and
discovered when I arrived at about midday that the floor had huge humps in it!
There was one large room, about 60 square metres, with large bifold doors to
outside that had been opened and it was raining and very humid. Clearly the removal
of the coating had exposed the timber to extremely high humidity and the floor
was expanding and buckling at a very fast rate. I kicked the apprentice and started
thinking.”
“I had to reduce the humidity as quickly as possible and get the floor back to
normal and coated before the business opened again or I would face some hefty
charges. After first thoughts of hiring a dehumidifier, I realised that we had one
on site already. We closed all the doors, turned the air conditioning on to a low
temperature and left the job overnight. We returned the next day to a floor that was
flat and smooth and ready for coating. Then I kicked the apprentice again!”
Jim Hilston, Hilston Wood Floors

Thanks for your tip from the trade Jim. You’ll be receiving one of Nilfisk’s Attix 30
dust extractors valued at $1230 for your trouble. - Ed

If you’re working on a
commercial job that requires
safety treads for steps, take a look
at Floorsafe’s custom coloured
stair treads. These are ideal for
projects where the colour must
work in with the interior design,
such as art galleries and theatres.
They also allow sporting clubs to
show off their club colours and
companies to use their corporate
colours. They meet Australian
safety standards and they’re tough,
hard wearing and are resistant to
chemicals.
For further details phone
1300 717 769 or visit
www.floorsafe.com.au

WRITE IN TO TIMBER FLOORS
MAGAZINE AND WIN!
We’d like our readers to provide the content for this page with tips from the
trade, learned from the front lines of the timber flooring industry! Write us a
letter and the published letter judged as the best contribution will win an
Attix 30 dust extractor from Nilfisk-Alto valued at $1230! Send your
contributions to editor@atfa.com.au or fax 02 9440 9066.

ATTIX 30

VALUED AT $1230

• Easy handling and maintenance
• Compact, ergonomic and powerful
• 30L container volume
• Auto on/off for electrical power tool
• Big and practical tool deposit
• Multifit accessory system for the
ultimate in task flexibility
• Featuring Xtreme Clean:

A fully automatic filter cleaning system that takes care
of filter cleaning without interrupting your work. Just
start the vacuum and the filter is automatically cleaned
every 30 seconds. You concentrate on your task and
Xtreme clean will take care of the rest!
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ATFA

Bamboo Forum, Melbourne
10 March 2010

Xylexpo, Milan, Italy
4-8 May 2010

Intermediate and Advanced Schools, Melbourne
17-21 May 2010

Engineered, Laminate and Prefinished Forum, Sydney
5 May 2010

Installation, Sand and Coat Forum, Perth
9 June 2010

ir talk with Emma Watt
Which modern award covers

• Manufacturing and Associated

timber floor laying and sanding?

Industries and Occupations 2010,

websites
www.atfa.com.au
The new ATFA website went live
early this year.

covering employees who lay and

Modern awards came into
operation on 1 January 2010.

finish floors where work is not

National system employers will

performed on a construction site:

be obliged to use a modern award

- Floor finisher, min wage of
$637.60

for their employees. This includes

- non-tradesperson engaged

any private employer in Australia
apart from certain types of West

upon the cleaning up of

Australian employers. For ATFA

wooden floors, the punching

members, the most likely choices

of nails and the application

and appropriate classifications for

of sanding of wooden floors

modern awards are:

by machine or hand and/or

• Building and Construction

engaged upon the application

www.microsoft.com

Come on people! If you’re

Industry Award 2010, covering

of all types of sealers and

a Windows user, upgrade to

employees who lay and finish

plastic coatings on wooden

Internet Explorer 8. It’s free

floors on a construction site:

floors), min weekly wage of

and views websites, including

- Floor layer specialist, min

$560.50

the ATFA website, as they are

weekly wage of $637.60

• Clerks – Private Sector Award

- Tradesperson’s assistant,
min wage of $573 - $605.60

intended. If you’re still running

2010, covering employees

IE6, it’s now 9 years old so, get

performing mainly clerical tasks.

with the program!

depending on experience and

Copies of these awards are

skills.

available from www.fwa.gov.au.

Emma Watt specialises in advising small to medium sized businesses in
the timber and furnishing industries. She offers ATFA members two free
telephone calls per annum for help on IR/HR issues.
Phone 03 8822 3712 Mobile 0411 708 073
Email emma@emmawatt.com.au
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Product snap shots
WOODWISE PRE-FINISH FILLER
An easy-to-use filler made specifically for factory-

HURFORD HARDWOOD ULTRA10
Ultra10 is a new solid timber flooring overlay product that

finished floors, this filler is designed to fill cracks, nail

is only 10mm thick. It has an 86mm cover and is available in

holes, gouges and broken edges. It’s easy to work with,

Blackbutt, Grey Ironbark, Spotted Gum, Brushbox, Sydney

dries quickly and is hard, yet flexible. This filler doesn’t

Blue Gum and Rose Gum. Ultra10 produces almost twice

stay soft like oil putty, it’s not messy like latex fillers and

as much product from the log, offering a cost effective

leaves no oily film. Formulated specifically for factory-

hardwood timber flooring option with good value per square

finished and previously-finished floors, it also works well

metre that uses valuable resources sparingly. The Ultra10

on site-finished floors and between coats. Looks great

profile design has a larger top shoulder that is offset to

and performs well with or without coating over and can

reduce the likelihood of peaking. It also has a wear layer

be sanded if necessary. It holds its colour when dry (filler

that matches most 19mm solid flooring products. Ultra10

dries slightly darker) and can be intermixed to create

is designed to be installed over plywood and should be

custom shades. For further details contact Boral Timber

strip glued and nailed. For further details contact Hurford

Tradezone on 03 9790 1790.

Hardwood on 02 6621 9886 or visit www.hardwood.com.au

SLIPSTICK PREMIUM FLOOR PROTECTORS

BONA DRIFAST: STAINING TIMBER FLOORS MADE EASY

Slipstick feet are a premium range of furniture feet that

The risk of overlap marks combined with long drying

protect floors from unsightly marks and scratches, with

times means that staining timber floors can be a tricky and

the added feature of stopping larger furniture from sliding

time consuming job. Bona DriFast stain is an oil-modified

on hard floor surfaces. Slipstick has 15 different sizes,

formulation that minimises the risk of overlapping and

most available in two colours suitable for many types of

a two hour drying time in normal conditions means little

furniture. The foot is easily attached using a “peel and

down-time. DriFast stains are guaranteed compatible

stick” super bonding adhesive or screw on mechanism.

with all finishes in the Bona range and are available in

The company offers a 5 year free replacement warranty on

15 standard colours with the ability to inter-mix standard

the premium range. To see the full range, phone Slipstick

colours for an almost limitless colour palette.

on 1800 02 88 55 or visit www.slipstick.com.au

For distributors
and further product
information phone 1300
882 806 or visit
www.bona.net.au
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STEP UP TO
THE WARMTH AND STYLE OF

BAMBOO FLOORING.

Environmentally friendly bamboo flooring.
Plantation grown bamboo saves our ancient forests and creates a breathtaking
alternative to hardwoods. Stronger and more resilient than many native and
rare woods but with the same look and feel, bamboo flooring is allergy free,
repels termites, is stable under humid conditions, and comes pre finished in matt,
semi-gloss or gloss for easy installation.
Style Plantation offers a range of renewable and sustainable products that will
bring a look of stylish perfection to your home.

Find your nearest showroom at styleplantation.com

Growing your world. Saving ours.

www.bambooflooringsp.com.au
T 1300 343 332

Project feature: DJs Bourke Street
Three and a half square kilometres

ground off and some areas had

direct staining, the masking tape

of hardwood timber parquetry flooring

to be bulk filled with self levelling

was removed and the walkways were

was either reconditioned or installed

compound.”

clear coated as well with three coats

new in the David Jones Bourke Street

of Enviromax, low sheen, designed

store in Melbourne, using Feast

classic Herringbone pattern, was

for high traffic and commercial

Watson stain and finish products to

installed using Bostik Ultraset,

environments.

perfect the job.

afterwhich the whole floor was sanded

Polishing such a large area of

- first the replacement areas were

parquetry was a challenge for the

Hardwood, an expensive species to

sanded down and then the whole floor

crew. “We found using the 16 inch

source, so 1700m of Spotted Gum was

was polished.

Canterbury floor polishers cut the

The original floor was Johnson River
2

supplied direct from the mill and then

When it came to the flooring finish,

hand cut to match the original 260 x 66

Borthwicks had a preference for Feast

job in half,” says Scott Borthwick.

x 19mm parquetry.

Watson’s Enviromax.

“Plus, using the Canterbury to cut back

Some sections of the original floor

“Originally another product was

amount of time needed to polish the

between coats never missed a beat.”
A total of 3500m2 of flooring was

were reconditioned while others were

specified by the architects, but we

completely replaced with new 19mm

convinced DJs to use Enviromax for

finished in the Bourke Street store.

thick Spotted Gum parquetry.

its superior quality when it comes to

The 1750m2 of flooring on level one

handling such a large floor area, ease

took three weeks to complete while

that had originally been mosaic tiled,”

of maintenance, overall build and

a further 1750m2 on level three took

says Clint Borthwick of D. Borthwick

sheen quality,” says Clint.

three weeks including the replacement

“The subfloor was a concrete slab

floor.

and Sons, the supply and install

The finishing job was a tricky one

business that won the contract.

in some places with one area having

The installation was a challenging

the walkways masked to stain up to.

one with a very tight deadline that had

business with Scott and Clint

The stain was a dark colour so that

David Jones open the day after the

Borthwick at the helm.

the Spotted Gun would match the

floor was finished for a TV show taping

Johns River Hardwood well. After

with Megan Gale! f

D. Borthwick and Sons is a family

“The old tile adhesive had to be

Contractor: D. Borthwick and Sons
Adhesive: Bostik Ultraset
Stain: Feast Watson Prooftint Black
Finish: Feast Watson Enviromax
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The new parquetry flooring, in a

ENVIROMAX

®

Maximum Dependability
• No white lines or stretch marks when boards move.
• Coating for timber, parquetry and floating floors.
• Ideal for high traffic and commercial environments.
• Made in Australia for Australian timbers & conditions.
Feast Watson Enviromax is an extremely hard wearing,
self priming, water based two pack polyurethane coating
for timber, parquetry and floating* timber floors. It provides
excellent scuff resistance making it ideal for high traffic and
commercial environments.
With its superior flow and levelling characteristics,
Enviromax’s unique formulation makes the application
of the coating a faultless exercise. This gives you the
confidence that a professional quality finish will be
achieved every time with no white lines or stretch marks
when the boards move.
Enviromax has also been specially formulated to be
used over the top of Feast Watson’s premium range of
Prooftint stains and Liming Solution. Therefore, you can
rely on Enviromax to protect the colour of the floor with a
professional quality finish.

Why a Feast Watson Enviromax water based
coating is superior to solvent based coatings
• Low odour.
• No masks or respirators needed during application.
• Multiple coats can be applied in one day, which means
the job can be completed faster.
• Convenient for householders/those using the timber floor
as there is no need to vacate premises.
• No lingering odour after application.
• Non yellowing coating that highlights the natural colour
of the timber.
• Superior wear resistance.
• No edge bonding.
• Better for the environment by being both water based
and containing low VOCs (Volatile Organic Compounds) adheres to Green Building Standards for high performance
coatings - less than 140g/L.
For more information on Feast Watson Floor Finishes visit
www.feastwatsoncommercial.com.au or call our Customer
Service team on 1800 252 502.

Available in Low Sheen, Semi-Gloss and Gloss.

®Feast Watson and Enviromax are registered trademarks.
* For floating floors a test patch is always recommended.
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